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hat started in 1974 with one
restaurant and two founders
has grown into a wellestablished family dynasty.

The Karas Group is
composed of Rookies, The Village Squire,
Alexanders Cafe and Old Republic Kitchen &
Bar. The group has 13 restaurants in the area,
and a 14th (Rookies in Crystal Lake) is on the
way.

“It feels good that people think highly of
our restaurants,” says owner Bob Karas,
whose passion for the industry has been
ever-present since he started at 10 years
old. “We’ve always been all about the
communities we’re in.”

Destination Dining

The four restaurant concepts serve dishes
ranging from breakfast paninis to ribeye steak
dinners. Serving casual, everyday meals, all
are family-oriented and family-owned, which
came in handy during the pandemic.
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It was “tremendous that we as a group were
really able to hold on to each other,” Nick
Smith, owner of Old Republic Kitchen & Bar,
says.
THE BEGINNING: THE VILLAGE SQUIRE
The Karas restaurant legacy began in 1974
with The Village Squire in Dundee. Bob Karas’
father, Paul, opened the English pub-style
restaurant with his brother, George.
Today, the original, founding eatery is the
ﬂagship of the company. The brick and wood
interior creates a comfortable atmosphere,
and you can’t go wrong with any of the
burgers, sandwiches, pizzas or pastas (and
free "bobcorn," of course). Many of the
dishes feature a Greek ﬂair, including the
popular gyros. At the South Elgin location,
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chef "NY" Mike has been "instrumental" in
the success of the restaurant, Karas says, who
thinks of the popular chef like a brother.

EXPANSION INTO BREAKFAST:
ALEXANDERS CAFE
Just over 10 years later came Alexanders
Cafe, ﬁrst in Elgin and later in St. Charles.

“It opened to so much fanfare,” Karas
remembers. He recalls competitors stealing
menus, which then was a sign of admiration,
an acknowledgement you were doing
something new and different.
Alexanders offers both breakfast and lunch.
When it opened as “the coolest Greek diner
there was,” Karas says, dinner was on the
menu as well.
A SPORTS PUB: ROOKIES
After graduating from Northern Illinois
University, Karas and his brother-in-law
bought what became Rookies. The menu —
mini tacos, nachos, burgers, ﬁsh and chips,
sandwiches and more — pairs well with
primetime sports and a cold pale ale.
Daily specials are an important part of the
menu; you can often ﬁnd wings, $1 burgers,
$3 domestic pints and more on any given day
of the week.
Rookies also has the most locations of any
Karas restaurant. A seventh location in Crystal
Lake is slated to open by the end of the year.
‘DISNEYLAND OF OUTDOOR DINING’: OLD
REPUBLIC
Shortly after Nick Smith fell in love with his
wife, Eleni, he was invited to join the family
business.
After partnering with family to open the St.
Charles location of Alexanders, Smith started

a new concept: Old Republic Kitchen & Bar,
which opened in 2018.

The idea was to feature American food with
regional specialties — “not in a zany way, just
creative,” Smith says. He envisioned a melting
pot of ideas under one roof: East Coast-style
pizza, walleye from Minnesota, Wisconsin
macaroni and cheese, and more.

Old Republic has been quite the hit in the
Fox Valley, even more so since adding an
enormous, pet-friendly patio in summer
2020. The patio doubled again in 2021
based on demand, brought on by frequent
live music. Karas calls the patio space “the
Disneyland of outdoor dining.”
IT ALL COMES BACK TO FAMILY
Working in a fast-paced industry with lots of
family members can pose its own challenges,
but it also presents an assembled team of
people who support you.
The family came together to brainstorm
solutions for problems presented by the early
days of COVID-19. “You weren’t alone in the
challenges we were facing,” Smith says.
Both Smith and Karas give a lot of credit to
the staff, who they say are dedicated to good
service. Some have been with their restaurant
since Day 1, Karas notes, adding that a key to
their success is good employees. “You cannot
do it without,” he says. Executive chef Grant
Werner has become part of the family and
also keeps the menus fresh.
Karas is proud of his family’s restaurants’
ability to keep up with trends and have a
“boots on the ground” leadership mentality.
“We’ve kept up with cutting-edge trends,” he
says. “We’ve always been able to adapt.”

IT TAKES A

AGE

Family and strong staff
lead to the legacy
of the Karas Group,
which runs The Village
Squire, Alexanders
Cafe, Rookies and Old
Republic Kitchen & Bar
By Louise Treeny | Photos provided by Bob Karas

 THE VILLAGE SQUIRE
Locations in: Crystal Lake,
Dundee, McHenry, South Elgin
Owners: Bob Karas,
Despina Karas, George and
Eleni Karavasis, George Karas,
Aleko Karas
www.villagesquire.com
 ALEXANDERS CAFE
Locations in: Elgin, St. Charles
Owners: Bob Karas, Aleko Karas,
George Karas, Nick Smith
www.alexanderscafe.com
 ROOKIES
Locations in: Elgin, Geneva,
Hoffman Estates, Huntley,
Roselle, St. Charles (soon
Crystal Lake)
Owners: Bob Karas,
John Alimissis, Elpida Gates,
Despina Karas, George and
Eleni Karavasis, Mike Maridis,
Grant Werner (executive chef
and partner)
www.rookiespub.com
 OLD REPUBLIC KITCHEN
& BAR
155 S. Randall Road, Elgin
Owners: Nick and Jeff Smith
www.oldrepublicbar.com
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